
PRESENTATION
OF A GREEN PURIFICATION SYSTEM

Aircode™ emulates nature's own way of purifying air by 

providing balanced quantities of positive and negative ions. 

Air is purified in the space itself. 



BACKGROUND

Aircode was born on the west coast of Sweden in 2005, and have since then 

produced its own unit in their Swedish factory. Even as early as 2-3 months after 

the start up of Aircode their were several industrial installations that attracted great 

attention from both customers and public.  

Installation has been done world wide. Just to name a few:

(Sweden, Norway, Suomi, Dubai, India, Germany, USA, Mexico, Holland, Poland, 

Russia, Bulgaria, Chile)

Products are available for all types of application from the smallest bedroom to the 

largest tailor made industrial ventilation solution. 

Larger systems for up to 50 000 Square meters to the following applications: 

industries, commercial buildings, paint-spraying workshops, hospitals, shipbuilders 

and massive re-distribution centers are not un common. 

Our products controls the air of particles, voc and static electricity without 

chemicals or additives.



AIRCODE SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE

COVERS LARGE AREAS WITH MINIMUM ENERGY USE AND EFFORT

Aircode's strength is its ability to adapt capacity and provide solutions for every 

customer using the simplest of means, even in enormous spaces. 



AIRCODE IN-DUCT SYSTEM

NO AIRFLOW RESTRICTIONS

EASY  INSTALLATIONS, EASY RETROFITS TO EXISTING VENTILATION 

SYSTEMS

Aircode IDAC-500 2 Pcs IDAC-500 (retrofitted)

Aircode Keeps it simple with a high purification level

Each unit only requires a maximum of 35W, single phase



LARGE SCALE INSTALLATIONS
AIRCODE HAS BEEN APPLICATED TO LARGE INDUSTRIAL AREAS 
HERE INSIDE A 35 OOOSQM FACILITY FOR VOC AND PARTICLE REDUCTION, COLORADO, USA



LARGE SCALE INSTALLATIONS
HERE INSIDE FEADSHIP´S MAIN SHEED IN AALSMEER, NL

THIS FACILITY HAS BEEN TESTED BY TNO WITH TREMENDOUS RESULTS



AIRCODE STAND ALONE UNITS

MOVEABILITY, SIMPLICITY AND HIGH EFFECIENCY

Easy to operate and ideal for welding spaces and within tighter areas. 

Connect to electricity and turn it on, gases and particles are quickly eliminated. 

Aircode CX-600 CX-600 inside a megayacht’s hull     



STATEMENT

”Aircode helped us solve our emission issues with the Michigan state law. As a 
bonus we got a healtier and cleaner indoor environment. To 1/4 of the cost of our 
altenative.”

– Peter Nyström, R&D Manager, Fagerdala World Foams, Sweden.

“The results of our Aircode instalation is that we now have happier customers and 
a much healthier environment” 

– Robert Adolfsson, President World Class Masthugget

Since we installed Aircode we've had really great feedback from people, especially 
those with asthmatic issues. They tell us that the indoor air at Harry’s is unique in 
the industry”

- Magnus Nystrand, CEO, Harrys   

Aircode has been tested in several labratories and out in ”real life” applications, 
both with similair results.  



INSTALLATION FACTS

Various installations: Shiphall, wood/metal/welding and paintshop.

T                        The results has been documented by Icomia as well as Feadship.   

Started with one smaller ”try-out” installation. Since it sounded to

good to be true. Since then, they have installed the whole factory.

Aircode has an worldwide aggrement with Crocs and has                                

t                                        to date installed:3pc +25 000m2 large distribution centers. 

And over 60 retail locations, and counting.

Large or small applications: Aircode tailor make the solution to maximize investment



BENEFITS ON A SHORT NOTE

• Short project time

• Short installation time

• Day to day work normally not 
affected by installation.

• Annual and quick performed
maintenance

One of Aircodes many advantages is that it it can always be adapted to any

customers need and sometimes pinpoint the trouble areas so it only needs to be 

installed in 20-30% of the facility, which save initial cost.

• No airflow restrictions

• Extremely low energy consumption

• Controls the whole air envelope ist 
been installed within.

• Any size particle, voc´s and static
electricity reduction.    



WELCOME WITH ANY QUESTIONS OR 

CONTACT US AT:

www.aircode.se

http://www.aircode.se/

